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With the development of information technologies, the amount of vulnerabilities and threats to
various data processing systems is increasing, therefore specialized means of security are required
to ensure their normal operation and to prevent intrusions, and a promising area that is actively
developing in the field of information security is the detection of cyber attacks and the prevention
of intrusions in information systems from the unauthorized side. In order to detect network
intrusions there are used modern methods, models, tools and complex technical solutions for
intrusion detection and prevention systems, which can remain effective when new or modified types
of cyber threats appear. Therefore, there was conducted a generalized analysis of the intrusion
detection systems software based on a certain basic set of characteristics («Cyber Attack Class»,
«Adaptability», «Detection Methods», «System Control», «Scalability», «Observation Level»,
«Reaction to Cyber Attack», «Security» and «Operating System Support»). It will give certain
opportunities for choosing such tools and for developing the most effective security mechanisms
during cyber attacks.
Key words: attacks, cyber attacks, anomalies, anomaly detection in information systems.
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Ақпараттық технологиялардың дамуымен мәлiметтердi өңдеудiң әртүрлi жүйелерiне осал-
дықтар мен қауiп-қатерлер саны ұлғаюда, сондықтан олардың қалыпты жұмыс iстеуiн қам-
тамасыз ету және басып кiрудi болдырмау үшiн арнайы қауiпсiздiк құралдары қажет, ал
ақпараттық қауiпсiздiк саласында белсендi дамып келе жатқан бағыт кибершабуылдарды
анықтау және авторланбаған тарап тарапынан ақпараттық жүйелерде басып кiрудi болдыр-
мау болып табылады. Желiлiк басып кiрудi анықтау үшiн киберқауiптердiң жаңа немесе
модификацияланған түрлерi пайда болған кезде тиiмдi болып қалуы мүмкiн басып кiрудi
анықтау және болдырмау жүйелерi үшiн қазiргi заманғы әдiстер, модельдер, құралдар және
кешендi техникалық шешiмдер қолданылады. Сондықтан, жұмыста белгiлi бiр базалық си-
паттамалар бойынша («кибершабуылдар класы», «бейiмделу», «анықтау әдiстерi», «жүйенi
басқару», «масштабтал», «бақылау деңгейi», «кибершабуылға әсерi», «қорғалу» және «опе-
рациялық жүйенi қолдау») басып кiрудi анықтау жүйесiнiң бағдарламалық құралдарына
жалпылама талдау жүргiзiлдi. Кибершабуылдардың әсер етуi кезiнде осындай құралдарды
таңдау және олар үшiн қауiпсiздiктiң ең тиiмдi тетiктерiн әзiрлеу бойынша белгiлi бiр мүм-
кiндiктерi болып табылады.
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С развитием информационных технологий увеличивается количество уязвимостей и угроз
различным системам обработки данных, поэтому для обеспечения их нормального функцио-
нирования и предотвращения вторжений необходимы специализированные средства безопас-
ности, а перспективным направлением, которое активно развивается в сфере информацион-
ной безопасности является выявление кибератак и предотвращения вторжений в информаци-
онных системах со стороны неавторизованной стороны. Для обнаружения сетевых вторжений
используются современные методы, модели, средства и комплексные технические решения
для систем обнаружения и предотвращения вторжений, которые могут оставаться эффек-
тивными при появлении новых или модифицированных видов киберугроз. .Поэтому, в работе
проведен обобщенный анализ программных средств систем обнаружения вторжений по опре-
деленной базовой множеством характеристик («Класс кибератак», «Адаптивность», «Мето-
ды выявления», «Управление системой», «Масштабируемость», «Уровень наблюдения», «Ре-
акция на кибератаку», «Защищенность» и «Поддержка операционной системы»). Это даст
определенные возможности по выбору таких средств и разработки для них наиболее эффек-
тивных механизмов безопасности при воздействиях кибератак.
Ключевые слова: атаки, кибератаки, аномалии, обнаружения аномалий в информационных
системах.

1 Introduction

The rapid development of information systems (IS) and technologies comprehensively affects
all areas of society. A significant amount of modern public and private enterprises use IS to
control production processes, for decision-making support, for necessary data search. At the
same time, the amount of vulnerabilities and threats to IS is increasing, and therefore, in
order to ensure their normal operation and to prevent intrusions threre are needed specialized
security tools. It should be noted that one of the current areas that is actively developing
in the field of information security is cyber attacks detection and intrusions prevention in IS
from the unauthorized side. For example, a number of recently implemented cyber attacks,
which caused damage to many public institutions and private enterprises and organizations
showed the unavailability and imperfection of their own security systems at previously
unknown intrusions. Mass cyber attacks initiate the creation of special technical solutions,
means and systems of counteraction. In order to detect network intrusions, there are used
modern methods [4–12], models [12], tools [12, 14–16], software [12, 17–27] and complex
technical solutions for intrusion detection and prevention systems [8, 12, 15, 22, 27-29],
which can remain effective when new or modified types of cyber threats occur. But in
practice, with the occurrence of new threats and anomalies generated by attacking actions
with unspecified or unclearly defined properties, these means do not always remain effective
and require long time resources for their adaptation. Therefore, intrusion detection systems
(IDS) must be constantly researched and improved to ensure continuity in their effective
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operation. Among such systems are specialized software tools that are aimed at identifying
suspicious activity or interference in IS and for taking adequate measures to prevent cyber
attacks. These systems and tools, as a rule, are quite expensive, have a closed code and
require periodic support from developers (highly qualified specialists) for their improvement
and appropriate adjustment to the conditions of specific organizations. On this basis, the
analysis of technical solutions, special tools and software for the detection of cyber attacks,
misapplication and anomalies in the IS for their use in selecting and developing IDS, as well
as determining the most effective appropriate protection mechanisms for OS is an urgent
task. Shadow and SnortNet software is described in [10, 20, 24, 26, 30], which is used in
order to detect violations of such characteristics as "Cyber Attack Class" , "Adaptability" ,
"Detection Methods" , "System Control" , "Scalability" , "Observation Level" , "Reaction
to Cyber Attack" , "Security"and "Operating System (OS) Support". But for a more
objective assessment of modern software, it is important to consider a much wider range of
relevant implementations, for example, Cisco IPS, Kaspersky Anti-Targeted Attack Platform,
InfoWatch ASAP, Tipping Poing NGIPS, Arbor Networks Spectrum and etc. In addition,
[7, 8, 12, 15, 17, 21-23, 25, 26] provides a general description of the individual functions
and operating principles of EMERALD, OSSIM, CMDS, Shadow, Network Flight Recorder,
Tripwire, NetProwler, NetRanger, Centrax and RealSecure, but no analysis was conducted
regarding the basic characteristics of "Detection Methods" , "Reaction to Cyber Attacks" ,
"Security"and etc.

Also in [27] there are revealed the basic principles for the operation of the most
popular IDS of 2018 – SolarWinds Log and Event Manager, Suricata, Sagan, Security
Onion, AIDE, OpenWIPS-NG and Fail2Ban — and the operating systems with which they
are supported are defined, but no analysis has been made regarding basic characteristics
"Cyber Attack Class" , "Adaptability" , "Security" and etc. In [18] there are compared
the functionality of RealSecure, NetProwler and Outpost, but this work does not describe
the generalized approaches and does not analyze the modern tools of Symantec DeepSight
Threat Management System, Arbor Networks Spectrum, AxoftinvGUARD, DefensePro, etc.,
there are do not defined the features regarding the basic characteristics "Reaction to Cyber
Attacks" , "Cyber Attack Class" , "Adaptability" , "Detection Methods" and etc.

Works [6, 7, 15] described a number of methods used in software for detecting attacks
and anomalies, but no assessment was made regarding the characteristics "Scalability" ,
"Observation Level" and "Reaction to Cyber Attacks".

Also in [1] there are considered intrusion detection and prevention systems, the operation
of which is based on network traffic anomalies (anomalous intrusion detection and prevention
systems), in [12, 15] there are described methods and models used for intrusion detection, in
[4-6 , 8, 9, 11, 29] there are compared methods of attacks and anomalies detection, and the
work [29] focuses on the use of fuzzy logic for the effective detection of anomalies. But no
one of the sources did not carry out a study of specific software, assessment of its properties
and description of basic characteristics.

2 Literature review

Anomalies are patterns in data that do not conform to the expected normal behavior An
anomaly detection system (ADS) constructs a profile of expected normal behaviourusing
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data , collectedov eraperiodofnormal( attack-free)operation. Modern methods for anomaly
detection in intrusion detection systems O. M. Kolodzik Computer systems and networks.
2012. Сases of complex attacks on IS are becoming more frequent[1-3]. In there was
proposed a classification of IDS and intrusion prevention systems, their advantages and
disadvantages and some features of construction were indicated, and in there was carried
out a classification to identify network intrusions (anomalies and intruders), but existing
software is not considered with respect to certain basic characteristics. [7] In the works
there are considered the main features, principles of construction, functioning mechanisms
and comparative analysis of IDS, but there is no specific research of software about the
characteristics of "Cyber Attack Class" , "Adaptability" , "Detection Methods" and etc.
Zhumangaliyeva N. developed Rating for attack detection system II international scientific
and practical conference proceedings 2016. Analysis of the examination method In there
was conducted an analysis regarding the construction of attack detection systems, there
In another paper, the authors [3] V. V. Litvinov are shown the basic principles of creating
countermeasures against cyberattacks, but there is no analysis regarding the specific software
about the characteristics "Scalability" , "Observation Level" , "Reaction to Cyber Attacks"
and etc. [10] R. Patel, A. Thakkar, A. Ganatra. There are many publications and research
projects on the application of cybersecurity analysis For example, the authors Marcus Ranum,
Network Flight Recorder, The ability to protect or defend the use of cyberspace from cyber-
attacks and used the term as one word. In 2014 [2] An analysis of the sources showed that
for modern IS and networks there is an acute issue of prompt detection of misapplications
and anomalies. In the majority of these works, only a partial analysis of IDS and their
classification is given, a general description of the corresponding software is presented, which
does not reflect their broad spectrum and does not contain the necessary set of characteristics
for the integrated assessment of such systems. [14] Based on this, the aim of the work is to
conduct a generalized analysis of the IDS software on a certain basic set of characteristics.
This will provide certain opportunities for the selection of such tools and the development of
the most effective security mechanisms for them under cyber attacks. As a rule, methods for
attacks detection are divided into methods for misapplications and anomalies detection the
authors B. Eriksson, R. Durairajan, and P. Barford. Riskroute: a framework for mitigating
network outage threats. InCoNEXT, 2013. Misapplications are based on the use of existing
IS disadvantages. The main difference between an anomaly and misapplication is that an
anomaly is a process that occurs before a possible intrusion into the system or indicates
the presence of an already existing attack classification of intrusion detection systems A.A.
Korchenko, B.S. Akhmetov [15]. In fact, the anomaly is a deviation from the normal state
of the system, an unusual activity in it, which may indicate certain attacking actions. It
should be noted that the anomaly may occur by other reasons, for example, due to improper
operation of the system. Kaspersky Anti Targeted Attack Platform [Electronic resource] //
Kaspersky Lab. M. : JSC Kaspersky Lab, 2016. P. 1-12. [23]

3 Material and methods

That is why with the help of an effective analysis of anomalies arising in the system, it is
possible to prevent certain types of cyber attacks and take the necessary measures to block
them and to protect IS in time. It should be noted that the widespread use of modern means
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of protection against cyber attacks does not guarantee security at the proper level, since
recently:

• attacks directed at corporate systems, public, confidential and government information
resources are growing;

• cyber attacks are constantly being modified, improved and become more regular;

• detection of cyber attacks by classic remedies is not always effective;

• cases of complex attacks [1-3] on IS are becoming more frequent.

It is also associated with the intensive development of software and hardware and the
globalization of information networks and their daily use in all areas of society.

Taking into account the results of well-known researches, followed by their generalization
and reflecting on an extended range of tools for misapplication and anomalies detection,
we will analyze the modern IDS with respect to the basic characteristics of the "Cyber
Attack Class" , "Adaptability" , "Detection Methods" , "System Control" , "Scalability" ,
"Observation Level" , "Reaction to Cyber Attacks" , "Security" and "OS Support" (see
Table 1).

Before starting the analysis, we will reveal each of these basic characteristics.
"Cyber Attack Class" – defines the ability of the system to detect anomalies and

misapplication at different levels of IS. Most modern tools have the ability to identify both
classes of attacks (anomalies and misapplication) [3].

"Adaptability" allows the system effectively to adapt to new attacks (missing in the
signature database), for example, 0-day and to detect cyber attacks with minor modifications
[30].

"Detection methods" are the sets of methods used to detect attacks and to form the
mathematical basis of the system. The most common are the methods of statistical and
cluster analysis, events changes control, attack graphs signature, dynamic, machine learning,
behavioral, heuristic, expert, fuzzy sets, etc. [15].

"System Control" – defines the control scheme and its level. Control can be carried out
centrally from a single host or distributed from individual hosts connected by one system.
The most optimal is the organization of control under a centralized scheme with some set of
centers, each of which can be used to control the entire structure [30]. Centralized systems
implement the control of all means (modules) of detection of anomalies and misapplications
from one station and distributed ones implements the control separately, where each module
is responsible for its function.

"Scalability" is the ability to expand the system, its adaptability to various network
structures and the addition of new analyzed network resources [30].

"Observation Level" – determines at which level of the system data is obtained for cyber
attacks detection. Two levels of data acquisition are applied - network and system. Modern
systems, as a rule, support both levels of observation, since their interaction provides better
protection. The speed of the formation of primary data, their correct processing and obtaining
accurate information about the current state of the OS [30] depends on this characteristic.

Network traffic analysis is performed using special sensors (network and system), which
are used in the attacks and anomalies detection systems. Network sensors analyze data at
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the network level (usually based on signature analysis) and generate a cyber attack detection
message and send it to the control modules.

System sensors analyze the OS logs, applications and software applications for possible
anomalies or threats and generate corresponding messages to control modules [30].

"Reaction to cyber attack" – determines the presence in the system of components or
modules of counteraction. That is, after registration of the attack, actions are initiated to
reduce further negative impact [30].

"Security" – describes the presence of its own components of the system, which are
responsible for protecting it from cyber attacks and external negative information impact, as
well as for the resistance to failure and for reducing the amount of development vulnerabilities
in general [30].

"OS support" – describes the type of OS (for example, Unix, Linux, Windows, MacOS,
etc.) that supports the corresponding system software.

Further, taking into account the proposed characteristics, we will reveal the properties of
the corresponding IDS (see Table 1).

3.1 Software is able to detect attacks and anomalies.

The Network IDS Shadow (Secondary Heuristic Analysis for Online Defensive Warfare,
manufacturer is Naval Surface Warfare Center (Naval Center), Virginia, USA) contains sensor
stations and analyzer stations. The first ones are located on the outside of the firewalls, and
the second ones – in the internal secure network segment. A sensor station is a server on
which tcpdump is activated, which writes traffic to a file. Sensors select package headers
and store them in a special file. The analyzer station reads this information, filters it and
generates the corresponding log. If events are identified and there is a response strategy for
them, then alert messages are not generated. Sensors are used to extract packages of the
libpcap utility, and the main analysis takes place in the tcpdump module, which contains
packet filters, divided into simple and complex (from several filters). In fact, the system uses
a number of Perl language filters, sensors and analyzers. Shadow (Fig. 1) also functions on
many UNIX systems, including FreeBSD and Linux, and uses the web interface to display
information . Due to the flexibility of the Perl language, the architecture used in Shadow is
one of the best networked IDSs.

The system is focused on identifying misapplications and simple anomalies using the
network state monitoring method, which provides the system with the full possibility of
adaptability to new cyber attacks. Shadow has a closed source code, and the corresponding
extensions are carried out only by the developer. The sensor and sensor system allows to
detect cyber attacks based on monitoring changes in network characteristics using the use of
status logs and certain software filters. System control is distributed through configuration
files on all nodes where system components are located. The Shadow architecture allows to
create sensors (located in network nodes to collect information and to write to the log) and
analyzers (analyze all events recorded to the log using sensors) to detect attacks at various
network levels, regardless of its size [22].

The structural features of this system allow cyber attacks detection only at the network
level [6]. For its security, Shadow uses the SSH protocol, but does not contain special anti-
intrusion mechanisms and is not resistant to possible targeted cyber attacks. It is supported
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Figure 1: Shadow working window

by the Kali Linux OS (Unix and Linux), it is part of the Snort software product and works
in passive mode to collect data about the system. Cisco IPS

Figure 2: Monitoring of IPS Sensors Using Cisco IPS

Cisco IPS implements deep packet surveillance function, which effectively counteracts a
wide range of network cyber attacks. The control element is represented by the Cisco IOS
integrated threat monitoring control system and is complemented by the Cisco IOS Flexible
Packet Matching feature. This tool allows a computer network effectively to operate, taking
into account the following factors:
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• network availability control (provides network (distributed) protection against many
attacks, exploits, worms and viruses);

• source cyber attack source detection rate and operational countermeasure
implementation;

• deployment flexibility and scalability (interactive inspection of traffic using any
combination of LAN interfaces and a WAN router configured on countraction to specific
cyber attacks according to the risk level);

• working with the Cisco IOS firewall (monitoring of security features of Cisco IOS
Software) [27].

Cisco IPS is a closed software and hardware complex with a large range of settings
for network features and for the detection of intrusions using the available signature
templates and certain statistical information. The system can be managed centrally or
distributedly, depending on the complexity of network creation. Rapid, scalable system
deployment is accomplished through dynamic policy control and the installation of the
necessary components, taking into account the structure and characteristics of the network.
Cisco IPS works only on FTP and HTTP / HTTPS servers using Unix, Linux and Windows
OS [24].

Arbor Networks Spectrum.
Arbor Networks Spectrum (developed by Arbor Networks, Massachusetts, USA) is a high-

performance solution for analyzing network traffic, determining damage from information
security incidents, and detecting intrusions using a combination of statistical, dynamic and
signature analysis methods. The main functionality of the Arbor Networks Spectrum (Fig.
3) [14] is the detection of DoS and DDoS attacks, trojans and their derivatives.

Figure 3: View window of threat indicators in time
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Arbor can be deployed as a device, a virtual solution for tracking network traffic, providing
constant detection of cyber attacks and reducing their consequences. Arbor’s patented
Cloud Signaling technology successfully integrates this protection with cloud technologies,
automating a key component of DDoS protection and reducing the time needed to reduce
attacks. Hybrid multilayered protection is used. It is a fairly effective approach to protecting
data from DDoS, which ensures the security of corporate networks no matter what type of
DDoS attacks are directed against them. Arbor also has highly efficient control services that
provide a high level of protection against counter-cyber attacks around the world. These
services online in the global space have round-the-clock support from specialists for the
reduction of DDoS attacks and for continuous intelligence in the field of threats [26].

3.2 Specialized software and hardware complex InfoWatch

The specialized software and hardware complex InfoWatch ASAP (InfoWatch Automation
System Advanced Protector, developed by InfoWatch, Russia) is positioning itself as an
intelligent solution for detecting and preventing cyber attacks aimed at the information
infrastructure of automatic control systems for industrial and technological processes. Thanks
to the proposed approach and patented protection technologies, the solution has several
advantages over regular intrusion prevention tools that are implemented by manufacturers of
modern equipment [27].

The InfoWatch ASAP complex (Figure 4) is designed to create security systems, is adapted
for use in technological networks and is able to detect:

• targeted attacks at the level of automatic control and input or output of data by
executive devices;

• intrusion (signature and statistical analysis) and anomalies in the characteristics of the
technological IS;

• commands for changing settings and firmware of process equipment;

• unauthorized network connections;

• leakage of information about the state of the technological process;

• vulnerabilities in technological IS [25].

The main components of InfoWatch ASAP include modules:

• firewall;

• security monitoring and analysis;

• detection and prevention of intrusions;

• control of correct execution;

• technological process.

Also to InfoWatch ASAP include auxiliary components:
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Figure 4: InfoWatch Traffic Monitor report window

• network security module;

• analytics and data storage subsystem;

• graphical user interface.

The modular structure allows InfoWatch ASAP to function in monitoring, informing and
warning modes and to detect cyber attacks and anomalies at different levels of the network
(external and internal attacks on the information structure of the enterprise).

Symantec DeepSight. The Symantec DeepSight system (Symantec DeepSight Threat
Management System, developed by Symantec, California, USA) allows to extend protection
by providing early warning of active attacks, potential threats, new vulnerabilities, spyware,
adware, which allows administrators more accurately to predict and to assess the degree of
risk, as well as to prioritize information resources that require high-priority protection against
intrusions. Also, the presence of sending personalized messages, which are complemented by
professional threat analysis, generalized assessments and support for the choice of actions,
make the Symantec DeepSight Threat Management System (Figure 5) the leading global
cyber attack early warning system. The system has a fairly extensive infrastructure in global
cyberspace, which consists of a number of honeypot networks.

With this system, you can analyze incoming data flows to computers through the network
and to block threats before they are implemented in the system. Among the features of the
work of this software there should be noted:

• automatic prioritization of existing threats and system resources, which allows quickly
to establish the necessary level of resistance or protection;

• expert analysis of data that is collected from thousands of sources in global cyberspace,
including information on active global attacks;
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Figure 5: Symantec DeepSight Threat Management System window

• the constant increase and expansion of databases of existing network threats, through
the wide distribution of this software product;

• automated monitoring of computer networks in real time, with the ability quickly to
notify about the threat;

• analysis of existing and potential threats in the system and the creation of a basic
strategy for their prevention;

• control of the software by special monitors of the functioning control, depending on the
features of the system;

• a threat reduction strategy that allows the best prioritization, allocation and
deployment of personnel and related security resources;

• accurate analysis that meets the requirements of a particular system, taking into
account its network structure, organization features and activities [26].

This software is able to detect attacks and anomalies.

3.3 Intrusion Prevention System Software

IPS (Intrusion Prevention System Software Blade, developed by CheckPoint, USA), designed
to prevent intrusions and is oriented on the complement of the security features of firewalls
to protect against malicious and unwanted network traffic, including DoS and DDoS attacks,
vulnerabilities in applications and servers (Application and server vulnerabilities), insider
threats and etc. The Intrusion Protection System provides full and active intrusion prevention
and consists of the IPS base product (Figure 6) and a number of Check Point Software add-on
programs. With their help, it is quite easy to scale and to adapt the system to the needs
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of the network. Also, IPS allows automatic activation of network and system protection,
even in the absence of administrative control. The system also provides comprehensive
network protection (without degrading the gateway’s performance) against unwanted traffic,
IM and P2P, including detection and prevention of existing exploits, known and unknown
vulnerabilities, tunneling attempts (which may indicate data leakage), and prevent misuse of
the protocol, which may indicate potential threats and third-party software. It also provides
protection against insider threats and vulnerabilities of applications and servers [27].

Figure 6: Traffic control function in IPS (Geo-Protection)

This software has the ability to detect cyber attacks and anomalies and to provide real-
time protection. It constantly updates the toolkit to counteract new threats, to which it is
easily adapted. The toolkit is proactive and provides protection before vulnerabilities are
discovered and exploits are created. Support and updating of this software is carried out only
by its developers.

3.4 TippingPoing Next Generation Intrusion Prevention System

The TippingPoing NGIPS is a new generation product designed to prevent intrusions. It
is used for network security and implements comprehensive protection against known and
unknown vulnerabilities, prevents targeted attacks, blocks threats and malicious programs
that are deployed or distributed in data centers and corporate networks. TippingPoing NGIPS
is flexible and high-performance and integrates multi-generation protection technologies,
including in-depth analysis of packages, threats, URL reputation and malware for client
platforms and applications.

This product is designed for large-scale computer networks and has a high adaptability.
The TippingPoint NX series (Figure 7-8) helps to reduce administration time and to prioritize
network security with Enterprise Vulnerability Remediation (eVR), which allows customers
to import vulnerability scanner data into the TippingPoint Security Management System
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and to pass them through service filters of digital vaccination Digital Vaccine and promptly
to take appropriate action. The threat analysis implemented in the system provides the level
of transparency that is necessary to optimize the state of information security throughout
the organization [28].

Figure 7: TippingPoint NGIPS information panel (real-time data scanning to find potential
threats)

Figure 8: TippingPoint NGIPS operation in real time (mode of viewing the level of influence
and categories of cyber attacks)

This software and hardware complex is focused on identifying misapplications and
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anomalies in the network, it adapts to new cyber attacks (contains adaptive intelligence),
because it uses statistical models of machine learning and dynamic traffic analysis methods.
This allows, based on the obtained network data, to make decisions in real time on the state
of network security in order to protect it from new and complex attacks. Axoft invGUARD

The Axoft invGUARD software and hardware complex (developed by Axoft, Russia)
monitors network traffic using the SNMP, NetFlow, BGP protocols and detects anomalies
and network attacks. It consists of two basic components:

• a system for hardware and software complex for network traffic analysis (invGUARD
AS);

• network traffic filtering and cleaning (invGUARD CS / CS-01).

Axoft invGUARD is focused on analyzing input data streams entering the IP through the
network in order to detect DOS and DDOS attacks, BGP and SNMP anomalies, cyber attacks
on the network infrastructure of broadcast packets and attacks on software applications.

The main functions of invGUARD include:

• continuous monitoring and analysis of traffic;

• cleaning incoming traffic using statistical and signature models;

• blocking external network attacks on the client network segments;

• ensuring the functioning of the client network segments with implemented security
threats;

• centralization of control;

• the ability to scale and to adapt the complex to the features of the construction and
the scope of the network;

• analysis of traffic of application protocols for blocking cyber attacks related to effects
on the web interfaces and the application part of the information system;

• generating reports on various information (Fig. 9) [29].

The structural features of Axoft invGUARD allow effectively to detect misapplications
and anomalies in the network. This is achieved through the use of methods of statistical,
signature, heuristic, behavioral and dynamic analysis, which to a certain extent ensures
the property of adaptability. The complex is closed and has ample opportunities to adapt
to the network features. The system is controlled centrally and is aimed at collecting and
analyzing network data and blocking cyber attacks. It is also possible to adapt and to scale by
increasing the amount of traffic filtering tools. The structural features of Axoft invGUARD
allow detection of attacks at the network and system levels [15]. The complex does not contain
special protection mechanisms and reaction to the attack (or they are not disclosed by the
developers) and works on Unixand Linux OS.

Defensepro. The DefensePro software and hardware tool (DefensePro DDoS Defense &
DDoS Prevention Device, developed by RadWare, Israel) is designed to prevent network
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Figure 9: Axoft invGUARD system report window

intrusions and attacks in real time, which ensures the continuity of the network and
applications (Fig. 10). It protects against the use of application vulnerabilities (application
misuse), the spread of malicious software, network anomalies, malicious domains and IP
addresses, information theft, Trojans and from DDoS (DoS) cyber attacks, spoofing, phishing,
zero-day, SSL-based and authorization pages and CDN [17].

Figure 10: DefensePro software window

Two hardware components are included into DefensePro, the first of which is the DoS
Mitigation Engine (DME), designed to repel massive DoS and DDoS attacks without affecting
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the normal traffic of a computer network, and the second one is the StringMatch Engine
(SME), which accelerates signature detection characteristic of a particular computer network.

The complex also protects online services based on web applications and works with other
security tools, which improves the security level of all services and applications.

Scalability is predetermined by a simple DefensePro system structure. The response
module of the software and hardware complex to cyber attacks disconnects from the attacking
object or blocks it. In combination with SSL Radware AppXcel, the specified complex
provides a powerful and scalable solution for protecting against encrypted (SSL-based)
attacks that can bypass continuous security controls. When an original SSL tunnel is formed
between the client and the DefensePro server, it copies the SSL traffic to AppXcel, which
decrypts it and sends it to the DefensePro for verification. When an attack is detected in the
decrypted SSL traffic, DefensePro (in real time) blocks the malicious network connection.

The complex works in software emulators KVM kernel 3.19 (Unix, Linux), QEMU 2.0
(Unix, Linux, Windows, MacOS), VMware (ESX server versions: 5.1, 5.5, 6.0) (Unix, Linux,
Windows).

KATA Platform. The KATA Platform system (Kaspersky Anti Targeted Attack
Platform, developed by Avast, Russia) is designed to develop the latest technologies in the
field of corporate computer networks and is used to protect against complex targeted attacks
of any complexity. The KATA Platform solution integrates the latest technologies and global
analytics, which allows to respond in a timely manner to targeted actions of the UAS and to
resist attacks at all stages of their implementation. The software implements the functions
of monitoring network activity, analyzing the behavior of objects in the system, identifying
complex target cyber attacks and analyzing anomalies in computer networks [13].

In order to collect primary information about anomalies in the KATA Platform (Fig. 11),
there are used sensors (special agents) that analyze IP, web and e-mail traffic and events
on workstations and servers. KATA Platform agents are compatible with other software
protection tools and have minimal impact on network and computer performance [14].

The KATA Platform operation is based on four stages and is a part of an integrated
strategic approach in order to create an adaptive model of protection against new threats
and to respond to information security incidents:

Stage 1 - Identification:

• continuous monitoring of activities that signal the start of an attack;

• detection of security vulnerabilities and network intrusion attempts;

• Incident detection, damage assessment and prioritization of further actions;

• training on targeted attacks investigation;

• reports on targeted attacks.

Stage 2 Response:

• malware analysis;

• operational counteraction to attacks and reduction of the harm connected with them;
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Figure 11: Kaspersky Anti Targeted Attack Platform software window

• counteraction to incidents and their investigation;

• conducting deep digital criminalistics.

Stage 3 - Prediction:

• intrusion testing;

• assessment of the level of system security;

• assessment of potential security risks in the current infrastructure;

• recommendations for improving protection measures and addressing vulnerabilities;

• proactive protection that adapts to new and unknown threats.

Stage 4 - Counteraction:

• increasing employee awareness of current cyber threats (educational games, threat
simulation, etc.);

• training on cybersecurity for professionals who increase the effectiveness of
counteraction to the targeted attacks.

The KATA Platform is capable of detecting anomalies and complex targeted attacks of
various kinds, and the constant and prompt updating of the database of network threats
and the expansion of cyber-attacks detection capabilities allows users to be adaptable to new
intrusions. Support and update of this software is provided only by the developer. Analysis of
targeted attacks is carried out on the basis of information from network sensors, workstations
and servers to create typical patterns of program behavior. Further, on the basis of deviations
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from these patterns, it is determined whether the activity is a potential part of a targeted
attack. Also, suspicious objects detected in mail and Internet traffic transmitted by sensors
into the sandbox, where each such object is analyzed for malicious activity, which allows
detecting an attack at an early stage.

The system has centralized and distributed control, as well as the ability to adapt and to
scale the platform to the amount of incoming traffic and network architecture. The structural
features of the KATA Platform allow to detect cyber attacks at the network and system levels.
Also, network sensors and workstations provide an opportunity to locate control points in
different network segments and quickly to identify complex threats. The system responds
quickly to attacks that it defines in the relevant database and enables digital criminalistics.

Special security mechanisms contained in the KATA Platform are not disclosed by the
developers. The system operates on the basis of the OS Unix, Linux, Windows and MacOS.

Summary of IDS Analysis Results

4 Simulation Results

Cyber Attack Classes, Adaptability, Detection Methods, System Control, Scalability,
Observation Level Response to Cyber Attack, Security, OS Support.
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5 Conclusions

Analysis of misapplications and anomaly detection software systems, based on basic
characteristics such as cyber attack classes, adaptability, attack detection methods, system
control, scalability, system observation level, attack response, security, and supported OS,
allows developers and users to choose the appropriate modern software in order to protect
IS.
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